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- - - - - 

1. Educational objectives: 

Introducing students to modern technologies of metal forming, including all relevant elements of production and technology system. 

2. Educational outcomes (acquired knowledge): 

 

After completing this course students should demonstrate knowledge of modern methods of metal forming technologies, their 

capabilities and limitations, including the comparative advantages over other technologies as well as the possibility of substitution 

technologies. 

3. Course content/structure: 

Theoretical basis of metal forming, the theory of stress and strain. Methods for determining the stress-strain state in metal 

forming. Modern methods of bulk metal forming. Net Shape Forming and Near Net Shape Forming. Precision forming, 

microforming, precision forging toothed elements (gear). Multiphase design. Microforming. Thixo-forming. Hydroforming of pipes. 

Modern methods of sheet metal forming. "Tailored blanks" (tailored sheets) and forming. Fine blanking. Spinning. Profile rolling. 

Formability of materials. Multiphase design of car body parts and big parts in general. CIM technologies in metal forming. 

4. Teaching methods: 

 

Lectures. Computer exercises. Consultation. Homework assignments. Lectures are conducted combined. The theoretical part 

presents the use of modern equipment with the development of typical examples of which contribute to the clarification of 

theoretical lectures. On computer exercises, which follow the lectures, specialized software is taught and appropriate tasks are 

done, and deepens the presented material from the lectures. Homework assignments are used for the elaboration of certain 

topics and review of certain aspects of the subject matter. 

Knowledge evaluation (maximum number of points 100) 

Pre-exam assignments Compulsory Points Final examination Compulsory Points 

Group Assignment   Examination Assignment   

Exercises      

Test      

Test      

Literature 

Relevant literature in English 

 


